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Abstra t
We des ribe a variant of Milner's ML type inferen e algorithm whi h an be used to perform in remental type he king of programs with partially unspe i ed fun tions (or predi ates in Prolog). This
supports modi ation (e.g. for orre tion) of pro edures de ned previously and provides for a onvenient treatment of top-level mutual re ursion in luding Prolog-style in remental lausal de nition.
The system allows us to: de ne a fun tion of, say, type ! , use it in su eeding fun tions and
then modify its de nition to a type instan e, su h as list(  int) ! list(  int), provided that,
in the meantime, it has not been used by other fun tions at an in ompatible instan e. Unde ned
pro edures an be treated as having type (or ! orresponding to the fun tion x:fail ).
This is useful for the ase of languages (like HOPE, Miranda, Haskell and Prolog) whi h require
that all top-level pro edures are de ned mutually re ursively | forward referen es an then be
treated as if de ned by x:fail whi h is then updated when the proper de nition is seen. Su h
languages generally require either top-level mutually re ursive phrases to be textually partitioned or
require all pro edures to have their type de lared before their de nition or rst use | this is be ause
Milner's type inferen e for re ursive de nitions is de idable but too weak and be ause My roft's ML+
generalisation is semanti ally stronger but unde idable in the absen e of advan e type de larations.
The algorithm presented here allows mutually re ursive fun tions to be type- he ked one-by-one
(online ) with or without type de larations and always gives a type at least as general as the oine
algorithm for re ursive de nitions in ML (or its strongly- onne ted dependen y omponent variant
used in Miranda). With type de larations pre eding all forward referen es it exhibits the de idable
type system in HOPE and Prolog.

1 Introdu tion
Consider an ML-like language and the following example
let f [℄ = e1f ;
let g x = eg ;
let f (a::b) = e2f ;

where we suppose that f o urs within eg but otherwise f and g do not o ur within e1f ; eg ; e2f . There
are (at least) four possible semanti s.
1. f is de ned partially (for only one value), g in orporates this de nition and then f is superseded by (rede ned as) a di erent partial de nition whi h hides the original de nition for all
subsequent uses (but not those in g). ML has this behaviour.
2. f is de ned partially, g in orporates this de nition and then f is augmented to make a total
fun tion whi h is visible for subsequent uses.
3. f is de ned partially, g refers to the top-level name f (indeed, expression evaluation at this point
would invoke the partial de nition) and then f is superseded by a di erent partial de nition
but this rede nition also a e ts g, updating its meaning.
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fun tion with this augmentation also a e ting g. Prolog has this behaviour.
Nikhil [10℄ makes a onvin ing justi ation of 3 for the purposes of debugging and proposes an
implementation based on re- ompilation. Choi es 3 and 4 also provide a me hanism for implementing,
and for type-inferen e of, top-level mutual re ursion | see below.
The above semanti hoi es fa torise into two primitives: rstly the idea of hiding (s ope shadowing) versus updating re-de nitions and se ondly the hoi e of the merging operation on the values of
two de nitions. We introdu e a syntax t for the merging operation, so the nal line of the example
an be written as
let f =

[℄.e1f

t (a::b).e2f ;

We an easily spe ify semanti hoi es su h as rightmost hoi e (1 and 3) and Prolog-style lausal
merge (2 and 4) via semanti s1 for t, or even other possibilities su h as non-deterministi hoi e. The
exa t details of t are irrelevant to the development | see se tion 2.2.1. For emphasis in examples,
we will write == for hiding and := for update. In the absen e of re ursion the above four ases an
all be re e ted using == as:
let
let
let
let

f
g
f
g

== [℄.e1f ;
x == eg ;
== ([℄.e1f ) t ((a::b).e2f );
x == eg ; (this line only appears

for ases 3 and 4).
It is also possible to give denotational semanti s apturing the above semanti hoi es, but the above
synta ti transformations better illustrate the intent of this paper.
The justi ation of this work is based on the following observations. It is possible to implement
updating re-de nition by re ompiling eg (and re al ulating its type) as in the above (Nikhil [10℄
shows this is also true in the presen e of re ursion). Moreover, in the above example the e e t was
that the type of f be ame typi ally more instantiated, and thereby (see se tion 2.3) possibly also
the type of g. Furthermore, in typi al polymorphi languages (the requirement in ludes uniform
representation of parameterised types) the generated ode for a polymorphi pro edure is identi al
to that for any of its instan es. I.e. a suÆ ien y ondition to avoid re ompilation is that the type of
a polymorphi pro edure at most hanges to an instan e.2
This suggests an implementation of rede nition for the ase where the type of an identi er is
allowed to hange by at most instantiation as:
 Type he k and ompile ea h pro edure when it is given, but generating indire t alls via a
value- ell3 a la Lisp. Save its type and value in its type- and value- ells but dis ard its sour e
text.
 When a pro edure is re-de ned, attempt to update its type ell to re e t its new type, re ursively updating type ells of dependent pro edures with their new types if possible. If this fails
be ause it (or one of its dependent pro edures) has been used at an in ompatible instan e,4
report an error. If it su eeds, update the value ell of the re-de ned identi er. The value ells
of dependent pro edures do not need updating.
make most sense on values whi h are - (or other suitable) abstra tions.
onje ture that a onverse holds in that for every type and every non-instan e type there is an obje t of whi h
is a member of the former and not the latter.
3 We an also save a list of all pla es a pro edure is referen ed and update these on rede nition. This an be more
eÆ ient but is less elegant in some senses.
4 Consider otherwise let f(x) = x;
let g(y,z) = if f(y) then z else 1;
let f(x) = x+1;
1 These

2 We
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this paper.
For the rest of this paper, we will treat all re-de nitions to be updating re-de nitions instead of
hiding re-de nitions (be ause the latter have no more e e t than onsistently using a new name and
avoiding further referen es to the old name). Further, to en ompass inter alia Prolog and HOPE we
will use the word pro edure instead of fun tion and use the merge operator t to abstra t whether
the generi task of updating represents augmenting or superseding a previous de nition.
The remainder of this paper onsists of the study of how the type system manages the in remental type inferen e, in luding how the urrently fashionable type inferen e by analysis of stronglyonne ted dependen y omponents is subsumed.

1.1 Mutual re ursion
Mutually re ursive top-levels pose some diÆ ulties in polymorphi languages. These entre about the
fa t that Milner's type inferen e system for ML requires ea h use of a re ursively de ned identi er
within the de niens of a mutually re ursively de ned identi er to be used at the same type, unlike
uses outwith this whi h an be used at an instan e type. For example, suppose that we attempt to
de ne map in the usual manner (i.e. e1 does not ontain f or g) and then two (presumed mutually
re ursive) fun tions f or g using map at two di erent instan es. Treating this naturally as
let re f map = e1 ; f = e2 ; g = e3 ; g in e
gives a type he k error under Milner's regime.
One way to avoid this is to seek a more permissive type dis ipline. My roft's ML+ type system
generalises Milner's by allowing mutually re ursively de ned identi ers to be used at instan e types.
This works ne in the presen e of type de larations for ea h pro edure but turns out to be unde idable
for type inferen e in general. This is the solution adopted by HOPE and My roft/O'Keefe Prolog type
system. (Miranda [13℄ an similarly exploit su h type information if given but otherwise falls ba k
on the strongly onne ted omponent te hnique given below.) We require ea h use of a pro edure to
be a type instan e of the de laration; but we also require its de laration to be an instan e of (ea h
lause of) its de nition.
Another is to use an oine type inferen e system for top-level. Top-level pro edures are olle ted
and then ordered by stati dependen y (i.e. the name of one o urs in the de niens of another) into
a DAG of strongly onne ted omponents (i.e. truly mutually re ursive subsets). These omponents
are then pro essed in (a linearisation of) the DAG order with Milner's algorithm. For example, the
above de nition is treated as if it were
let re f map = e1 ; g in let re f f = e2 ; g = e3 ; g in e.
Note that this solution is not optimal in that it does not solve the problem for truly mutually re ursive
pro edures used at di erent type instan es within one-anothers' bodies.5
Mutual re ursion at top-level an also be treated by the notion of update. For example, assuming
0
e; e may ontain f and g the ode
let f x = e;
let g x = e0 ;

an be treated as the following updating (re-) de nitions (without forward referen es):
5 This

an be exhibited by ertain (simply) re ursive pro edures over datatypes su h as

datatype t( ) = a of

| b of t( ) |

of t(t( )).
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let g :=
let f :=
let g :=

x.fail;
x.e;
x.e0 ;

This transfers the problem of determining analogues of strongly- onne ted dependen y omponents
into the type system. It turns out that the parentage relation of se tions 3.2 and 3.3 naturally holds
similar information.

1.2 Conne tion with polymorphi assignment
One novel aspe t of this paper is that we allow a previously de ned pro edure to be updated in a
way whi h allows its type (and those of dependent pro edures) to be in rementally modi ed.
This form of update di ers from the systems devised by Damas [1℄ and Tofte [12℄ whi h in orporate
polymorphi assignment into ML. Here, we only allow re-de nition of top-level pro edures by a
meta-level dire tive | there is no internal assignment operation whi h performs update within the
language. The type behaviour of these alternatives di ers in that users of a top-level updatable
de nition an ea h use di erent instan es of it (even though it may later be updated) whereas the
ML extension to allow let x = ref [ ℄ in e, or an open top-level variant thereof, requires x to have the
same type everywhere in e. Therefore, the tri k of implementing the above mutual re ursion between
f and g as
let f = ref
let g = ref
f := x.e;
g := x.e0 ;

x.fail;
x.fail;

would not subsume the present work.

2 Te hni al ba kground
This se tion re apitulates the ba kground literature and algorithms. Tiuryn gives a good survey in
[11℄.
Milner [7℄ do uments the ML polymorphi type inferen e algorithm. Damas and Milner [2℄ express
the type inferen e problem in terms of logi al inferen e rules. My roft and O'Keefe [9℄ show how
Prolog admits a similar type system. My roft [8℄ exhibits a more general type-inferen e rule for
re ursion than Milner and shows it to be sound. Independently, Henglein [3℄ and Kfoury, Tiuryn
and Urzy zyn [4℄ show that type inferen e with My roft's rule for re ursion is equivalent to the
semi-uni ation problem whi h was later shown unde idable by Kfoury, Tiuryn and Urzy zyn [6℄.
However, note that the type he king problem for My roft's rule is de idable and was used in both
HOPE and the Prolog type system above. We say more about this in se tion 3.3. The rest of this
se tion details these laims and may be skipped by a reader familiar with the above work.
Although the main part of this paper will be language independent, the following mini-language,
Exp ranged over by e, is useful to des ribe the above work:
e ::= x j x:e j e e0 j let x = e in e0 j x x:e

where x ranges over a set of identi ers.
In examples we will feel free to in orporate other well-known fun tional language onstru ts
in luding tuples, pattern mat hing and de nition by mutual re ursion (let re ) instead of the simple
x onstru t.
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A type, ranged over by  , is given by grammar  ::= j (1 ; : : : ; n ) where ranges over a set of
type variables and  ranges over a set of type onstru tors with n being the arity of . Examples
will assume  ontains int of arity 0 and ! of arity 2.
A type s heme, ranged over by , is given by the grammar  ::=  j 8 :. A type s heme 
is losed if all its type variables appear bound by 8. A type environment, ranged over by A, is a
mapping from identi ers to type s hemes.
Type s hemes an be ordered by the (generi ) instantiation6 order v | here we just de ne this
for losed type s hemes. We de ne 8 1 : : : m: v 8 1 : : : n: 0 i there is a substitution  involving
only the i su h that ( ) =  0. This order has least element 8 : and we an make it into a po
by adjoining a maximal element err. This po is nitely bran hing given a nite number of type
onstu tors. Moreover, ea h point  (6= err) satis es the property that f0 j 0 v g is nite. The t
operation on this po is (generi ) uni ation, e.g.

8 : !

t 8 ; : ! ( ! int) = 8 :( ! int) ! ( ! int):

2.2 Type inferen e systems
Milner and Damas give (essentially) the following rules for infering when an expression e has type
s heme  in type environment A, written A ` e : :
VAR: A ` x :  if x :  2 A
A ` e :  !  0 A ` e0 : 
: ℄ ` e : 0
APP:
LAM: AA`[xx:e
:  ! 0
A ` e e0 :  0
0
`e:
LET: A A` e` :let xA=[x e: in℄ e`0 e: : 
FIX: AA[x`: x℄ x:e
:
GEN: AA` `e e: 8: : if is not free in A
SPEC: AA``ee: :8[=: ℄

The pla ement of types ( ) and type-s hemes () is riti al.
My roft showed the following generalisation of Milner's FIX rule was also sound:
`e:
FIX+: AA[x`: x℄ x:e
:
but Henglein and Kfoury, Tiuryn and Urzy zyn showed the problem of determining, given A and e,
whether su h a  existed was unde idable in general.
When dis ussing implementation, it is often more dire t to onsider the equivalent system where
rules SPEC and VAR are repla ed by the single rule
VAR0: A ` x :  0 if (x : 8 1 : : : n: ) 2 A and  0 =  [1 = 1; : : : ; n= n℄

This fa t is based on the observation that all uses of SPEC an be moved to o ur immediately after
a use of VAR. Of ourse, SPEC is still needed in the presen e of FIX+, but this is not ne essary if x
only o urs in a letre onstru t (or indeed we an adjust FIX+ so SPEC is not needed). Similarly
inferen es an be arranged so that GEN only o urs at the end of an inferen e or just before a LET
rule. Kfoury, Tiuryn and Urzy zyn [4℄ give su h as system as an alternative set of typing rules.
6 Note

that this is the inverse of Milner's original de nition.
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For any of the above semanti s given in the introdu tion, the synta ti merge operator, t, an be
given the type inferen e rule
0
LUB: A `Ae`: e tAe0`: e :  :
This orresponds to the ML rule for fun tion de nition by ases. It is therefore natural for languages
like Prolog and Miranda in whi h re-de nitions augment previous de nitions, but is also learly
sound for ases where the rst de nition is superseded (i.e. the e e t of e1 t e2 is that of e2). In this
latter ase, one might suspe t that the rule is over-zealous and that
0
LUB0 : A A` `e te e:0 :  :
would suÆ e. However, our requirement that any rede nition of a pro edure auses its type to be at
most instantiated (in order to reuse its dependents' ode) when ombined with LUB0 again produ es
LUB.
It is amusing to note that this rule orresponds to a most-general type s heme for e1 t e2 given
by 1 t 2 where i is the most-general type s heme of ei .

2.3 Prin ipal types and monotoni ity
Under the above rules an expression e in a type environment A has a most-general (prin ipal) type
s heme  from whi h all its types may be obtained by (generi ) instantiation.
A related property is that of monotoni ity | an expression a ts as a monotoni fun tion (under
the generi instantiation order of se tion 2.1) from the type s hemes of its free identi ers to its
most-general type s heme (where we view failure to type- he k as a maximal type). This property
is important here to guarantee that instantiating the type of an identi er at most instantiates the
types of its dependent de nitions.
2.4 Iterative type inferen e
My roft [8℄ showed that a re ursive de nition d (or mutually re ursive set of su h de nitions) indu es
a monotoni fun tion Td on type s hemes using the FIX+ rule. Given the ompletion to a po by
adjoining a top element err then Td is a ontinuous fun tion.
This gives a natural iterative pro ess to nd the most-general type s heme as the least xpoint
of Td as tTdn8 : .
Sadly this does not always terminate (due to unde idability). The example d  re ff = x:f g
indu es Td (8 1 : : : n: ) = 8 1 : : : n+1 : n+1 ! :
However, if we have a post- xpoint  (satifying Td() v ) then the termination is guaranteed.
We use this in se tion 3.3 to guarantee termination in the ase where Milner's FIX rule would give a
type | the mere existen e of su h a type means that the iteration is bounded and hen e terminates
(possibly at a more general type than the bound).

3 Formalism
We onsider a system like ML in whi h top level-phrases are de nitions and re-de nitions of the form
fi = e possibly interspersed by expressions e to be evaluated. Se tions 3.2 and 3.3 look in detail at
the non-re ursive and re ursive ases.
We onsider de nitions to be numbered 1; 2; : : : by so- alled times, (re-de nitions and expressions
do not alter the time). Ea h de nition and re-de nition updates a value environment and a orresponding type environment. De nitions extend environments at a new identi er and re-de nitions
merely alter the value and type asso iated with the rede ned identi er (and possibly other dependent
6

may be made or an expression e may be evaluated. We require that the free identi ers of e in the
above are ontained in the set ff1; : : : ; fn 1g. Mutually re ursive (or even simply re ursive) de nitions su h as f1 = e1 ; f2 = e2 ; are treated as the de nitions f1 = x:fail ; f2 = x:fail ; followed by the
re-de nitions f1 = e1 ; f2 = e2 ; thereby respe ting the free-identi er onstraint. (Note that Prolog has
the e e t of an environment with fail for every predi ate identi er whi h is then updated as lauses
are added, one-by-one, to form the full de nition.) The e e t of this onstru tion is that, at time n,
the environment and type environment are linearly ordered lists of identi ers hf1; : : : ; fni.
The type asso iated with ea h de ned identi er will be a losed type s heme: a type s heme with
free type variables an always be generalised via the GEN rule to a losed type s heme if the type
environment is losed | indu tion ompletes the argument.

3.1 Non-updating de nitions
These will be non-re ursive due to the requirements pla ed on the free identi ers of fi = e above.
We rst re all the ommon implemention of a normal polymorphi type he ker as in a language
su h as ML. There, type environments asso iate top-level identi ers with types instead of losed
type-s hemes. Free type variables in these types are treated as impli itly universally quanti ed (we
later further assume them to ontain disjoint sets of type variables). This auses generi instantiation
to be ome instantiation and generi uni ation to be ome simple uni ation. When an expression e
(for example the right-hand-side of a de nition fi = e) is en ountered, ea h free identi er o urren e
is looked up in the type environment to give a type  . This type  is then loned, i.e. opied
onsistently substituting ea h type variable i in  with a new type variable7 j to yield  0 .8 Type
he king via uni ation takes pla e as usual, resulting in (a type- he king error or) a type  00 whi h
by onstru tion has type variables disjoint from those in the type environment.
If the expression e is part of a de nition fi = e, then the resulting type ( 00 ) is impli itly generalised
by the type environment implementation onvention, and so the type environment is augmented by
fi :  00 . Similarly  00 is available to print the result if e is merely to be evaluated.
3.2 Updating, non-re ursive, de nitions
We now allow for the possibility of an updating re-de nition fi = e whi h not only is visible to
subsequent users, but also a e ts uses made in previous de nitions. In general this a e ts the types
of all dependent de nitions as well as the updated one, but the assumption that the new de nition at
most instantiates the type of its de niendum means that the ode of dependent de nitions ontinues
to be valid.
This se tion onsiders the non-re ursive ase | the free identi ers in a de nition or re-de nition
of fi are further required to be a subset of ff1 ; : : : ; fi 1 g. This means that an updating de nition of
fi annot refer to an identi er fj (j  i) even if the re-de nition o urs at time n  j  i. Se tion 3.3
onsiders the re ursive ase.
An obvious oine algorithm is to save all the program text, a umulating de nitions and rede nitions for ea h fi and then type- he k them as in ML or Miranda. The merge operator, t, enables
a de nition and its re-de nitions to be treated for type- he king purposes as a single de nition.
Nikhil explains how to redu e the amount of re- ompilation, but his algorithm is still oine in that
it requires the text of the whole program to kept.
Our online (in remental) algorithm for this uses a parentage relation whi h maintains information
as to where the type of a de nition was used so that types of su h dependent de nitions may be
updated when needed. The parentage relation (a tually partial fun tion)   f( ; i;  ) j i 2 IN g
7 It

is onvenient, as usual, to arrange an in nite sequen e of type variables
an be taken by in rementing a ounter.
8 See rule VAR0 earlier.
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1

; 2 ; : : : from whi h new type variables

lone is instantiated. (A type variable in A is loned to yield initially another type variable whi h
may be ome instantiated by uni ation. For a given identi er, f , all the type variables in A(f )
will have the same number of lones, viz. the number of o urren es of f in the following text. In
parti ular, type variables appearing in types of (so far) unused de nitions have no lones.) Initially,
 is empty. So, after
let I x = x;
let f = I I;

we have A = [I : ! ; f : ! ℄ as usual but also with parentage relation  = f( ; 1; ); ( ; 2; !
)g. This provides the basis for arranging for the type of f to be updated when the type of I is
updated.
Now suppose we have a re-de nition fi = e;. We al ulate the prin ipal type s heme of e as
before represented as an impli itly generalised type,  say, (se tion 3.1). As before this has disjoint
type variables from those in A. We now unify A(fi ) with  in the usual manner, but afterwards
take spe ial a tion when a parent type variable has be ome instantiated. (By onstru tion, before
uni ation the type variables in A(fi ) may have lones, but not those in  .) Suppose type variable
has be ome instantiated to  0 but also has lones 1 ; : : : ; k . The a tion is to unify ea h i with a
new lone of  0 and then to remove from the parentage relation (see algorithm below).
This a tion may ause other type variables (asso iated with dependent de nitions and possibly
themselves parents) to be ome instantiated, whi h then must be similarly dealt with. However, the
pro ess terminates due to the non-re ursive requirement sin e updating the type of fi an only a e t
the types of fj (i < j  n). If we always hoose an instantiated parent type variable asso iated with
the smallest fi then we only hange ea h top-level type at most on e.
3.2.1

Algorithm

We assume a unify pro edure whi h uni es two type expressions by side-e e ting the instantiation
state of its ontained type variables in the ommon ML implementation manner.
(* lone i t is used for the ith o urren e of an identi er of type t. *)
fun lone i ((t1 , : : : , tn )) = ( lone i t1 , : : : , lone i tn )
| lone i
= if 9t.( ,i,t) 2  then t
else let t = newtypevar() in
 := [( ,i,t);
t end;
fun unifyandpropagate(oldtype, newtype) =
( unify(oldtype, newtype);
while (9 instantiated to  , but with k > 0 hildren
( for i=1 to k do
unify( hildi ( ), lone i  );
 :=  f( ; i; t) j 1  i  k, t a typeg));

in )

do

fun updatetype(f, newtype, typeenv) =
unifyandpropagate(typeenv(f), newtype);

There are minor implementation details to note, su h as the fa t that it is helpful when unifying two
type variables to instantiate the one whi h has least hildren to redu e the number of propagation
iterations. Note that the invariant that di erent top-level types are disjoint is maintained (we exploit
the fa t, when and o ur in the same type, that the ith hild of is used at the same o urren e
as the ith hild of ).
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We show that, for one re-de nition, the type-environment obtained by this pro ess mat hes the oine
\a umulate all de nitions and then type he k". The result follows for an arbitrary interleaving
of de nitions and re-de nitions by indu tion. Interspersed expression evaluations may be more
generously treated by our online s heme than the oine one (whi h would defer them all to the end),
but these are onsidered ephemeral.

3.3 Re ursion
We now remove the restri tion whereby free identi ers in rede nitions of fi were required to be a
subset of ff1; : : : ; fi 1g and hen e allow re ursion.
Re ursion an ause the above algorithm to fail to terminate due to the ability to manufa ture
(e e tively) y li parentage relations. Consider applying the above algorithm to the ode
let f =
let f =

x.fail
x.f

Just before the attempted uni ation of the two types of f we have the old and new types of f as
1 ! 1 and ! ( 2 ! 2 ) with parentage relation f( 1 ; 1; 2 ); ( 1 ; 1; 2 )g. The problem is that
uni ation of the two types for f instantiates 1 to ( 2 ! 2 ), whi h hen e uni es 2 with a new lone
of ( 2 ! 2 ) thereby repeating the pro ess forever. The possibility of su h loops is unavoidable due to
unde idability without extra ontraints on the re ursive de nitions. We a ordingly seek restri tions
to avoid su h ases.
The introdu tion notes the problems with the various treatment of mutually re ursive top-levels
whi h an be summarised |
1. Milner's FIX rule is over-restri tive.
2. Milner's FIX rule an be improved by an (oine) pre-pass analysing dependen y for strongly
onne ted omponents.
3. My roft's FIX+ rule has only semi-de idable most-general type s heme nding.
4. My roft's FIX+ rule an be tamed by requiring all pro edures to have their type de lared
before de nition or use.
We now explore to what extent we an use our system for the above four purposes.
The in remental type- he king algorithm above always ensures ea h use of an identi er is a
distin t generi instan e of its de ntion and hen e orresponds dire tly to ase 3. Case 4 an be easily
simulated too. Given a type-de laration, say de f :  before ea h de nition of, or referen e, to a
given identi er f , we an translate this into a pro edure de nition (to be updated) as f = (x:fail) :  .
Moreover, we an treat the type variables in  as non-instantiable, i.e. they give an error message
on attempting to instantiate them as do type variables used in type onstraints in ML. Sin e this
onstrains the type of f there is no possibility of looping aused by repeated instantiation of  .
Moreover, it be omes lear that su h type de larations are only required before forward referen es to a
pro edure (in luding re ursion) and not before pro edures whi h only depend on previous de nitions.
A further possibility, whi h has not been explored by implementation, is to observe when a
(parentally- y li ) update to a type o urs (su h as would o ur at the beginning of a loop su h as
given above) and to he k whether all the loned types in the loop admit simultaneous uni ation
with their parents. If so, then the uni ation gives a post- xed point to the indu ed type fun tional,
so the iteration is bounded and will hen e terminate be ause of the niteness property of the types heme po (see se tion 2.4). If not, then we query the user that the type for f appears hard to
determine and invite f to be pre-de lared (to resolve the possibly unde idable problem).
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following program (where ? is a non-updatable identi er and hen e re ords of its loning in the
parentage relation are therefore unne essary) of type 8: :
let g =
let f =
let g =

x.fail
x.g ?
x.f ?

orresponding to

letre f =
and g =

x.g
x.f

?
?

After this sequen e we nd the environment is [f : ! 0; g : Æ ! ℄ with parentage relation
f( ; 1; 0); ( ; 1; 0); ( 0; 1; ); ( ; 1; 00)g. Note the (harmless) y li dependen e between and 0.
3.3.1

Emulating monomorphi

FIX

Intuitively, the representation of 1 and 2 within our system seems lear. In Milner's simple re ase
we simply ollapse by unifying all lones with their parents. For the strongly onne ted dependen y
omponent variant we unify every lone ( orresponding to a use o urren e) lying on a y le with
that of its parent.
However, this violates the previous requirement that top-level types have disjoint sets of type
variables. The above example leads to f : ! ; g : Æ ! ℄ and this appears ne essary so that any
updates to f and g keep in step. The problem for the algorithm is that lonings of and no longer
orrespond.
A tually, the disjointness requirement an be relaxed to a ondition that top-level types have
disjoint or identi al sets of type variables. In general this an be a hieved by onstru ting a type
whi h ontains the two types as subtypes. In the above example ( ! )  (Æ ! ) suÆ es. We
then use the relevant subtype after loning whi h ensures the 1{1 orresponden e between sets of
lones of type variables appearing in the same type ontinues to hold.9
Subje t to this modi ation it would appear that the above uni ation of ea h lone ( orresponding to o urren es forming a dependent y le) with its parent indeed re overs ase 2. Note
that lones whi h do not form part of the y le should not be tou hed as they represent generi uses
of a mutually re ursive group of pro edures by outsiders. Case 1 is obtained by similarly unifying
all lones with their parents, but is pra ti ally useless.
3.3.2

Type dependen e is better than stati

dependen e

Although the above des ription was intended to show how we ould simulate the strongly onne ted
dependen y omponent type inferen e algorithm in an in remental manner (using our te hnique and
the observation that strongly onne ted omponents are also in rementally omputable), we an
a tually do rather better.
The only way in whi h our in remental type inferen e algorithm an loop is if there is a y le
of type dependen e. (This is less restri tive the strongly onne ted stati dependen y omponent
des ription above, sin e it still allows us to disregard mutually re ursive y les of pro edures with
no y li type dependen e, for example if the y le ontains a non-polymorphi pro edure.)
In prin iple type dependen e implies stati dependen e, but we have to be a little areful how
this is stated, if we have used uni ation on other y les whi h ause types to ontain non-disjoint
sets of type variables.
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